By: Ashley Sperduto
Love is in the air and sadly so is COVID-19, but that does not mean you can not
still have a nice romantic date with your significant other. So grab your Valentine
and get ready to have some fun with these COVID-friendly date ideas!
Have a movie night: Pop some popcorn, throw on a movie, or tv show, and get
comfy. This is an easy and affordable date idea for couples and a cute alternative, if you’re willing to make the commute, is a drive-in movie.
Build a fort: This is an adorable and fun way to spend time with your significant other. Plus once you’ve built your fort you can watch movies, play video
or board games or make S’mores.
Have a game night: Whether you prefer traditional board games or video
games, this is a cute way to spend the night with your Valentine. This could
also work well for a double date just make sure to follow social distancing rules.
Go ice/roller skating: Ice or roller skating is a good way to maintain social distancing while still having fun with your partner.
Go stargazing: If you’re feeling outdoorsy, stargazing is a romantic and private way to spend Valentine’s Day with your date. Just be sure to check the
weather forecast ahead of time and bring plenty of layers to keep you warm.
Remember, while it is nice to have fun there is still a pandemic happening. However you choose to spend this Valentine’s Day, please be respectful of those around
you and follow all social distancing guidelines. Have a safe and Happy Valentine’s
Day!
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By Grace Keller

Spending the majority of our lives in quarantine this past year, has given us all time to ponder and reflect. It
has given each and every one of us a unique perspective on the meaning of life as well as a better understanding of what it means to live life to the fullest. Part of living life to the fullest is knowing what makes an individual thrive which is unique for every person. The importance of self-care allows us to be more present in our
everyday lives. Taking the time out of the day to do one act for yourself includes many benefits such as, sleep
improvement, better focus, and less stress. According to findyourwords.org, a daily positive routine can,
“...support a happier, healthier outlook so you can enjoy the good times, too.” Being mindful of a present situation is the key to being able to fully appreciate life’s highest of highs and the lowest of love.
As a high school student it is important to have respect for yourself by creating healthy boundaries between
friends. Figure out what makes you shine and what drives you to get up in the morning and accomplish goals.
Make a plan and stick to it. Discover what makes you happy and do not lose sight of what matters to you. Respecting yourself is not selfish, it is a form of self love. Know your own limitations and your worth. Relaxation
comes in many forms, taking a bath, reading a book, laying on the beach, watching a movie, journaling, or
even taking a nap. Without self-respect it is difficult to have respect for others. All of it starts within you.
Self-love is a struggle for each and every one of us at one point or another. The constant pressure to do everything right or to be perfect can be debilitating. Every person has flaws and imperfections, that is what makes us all unique. Embracing and
appreciating the flaws and imperfections will lead us down the right path. The majority of it is harder than it sounds. It is difficult to “flip a switch” and magically
know what is right or wrong. The beauty of practicing self care, self respect, and self
love is that it is individual and we all have our own definitions of it. It is the
acknowledgement of the importance that matters. Without self-respect it is difficult
to have respect for others.
On this Valentine’s Day, some of us may be physically socially distanced from our
loved ones. Instead of worrying about that, take the day and do something for yourself. We all deserve self-care, especially during these uncertain times.
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By Jordyn Macburnie

New year, new me! At the end of December, I ordered a bunch of
new clothes. My reasoning for this was because I wanted to
branch out my style and forget the me that I left back in 2020.
The style that I am going for is that of a hippie in the 70’s. A
friend of mine, Emily Robinson, who can be found on Instagram
as @emilyriboflavin, has been a big influence on me to further my
journey into the look of the 70’s.
I began my shopping spree via a boutique located in the UK.
Luckily, they post all of their goods that are in stores online so I
was able to stock up on a bunch of cute pieces of clothing. Their
Instagram is @shopallaboutaudrey and the entire shop revolves
around vintage clothing. After that, I was inspired by Emily to buy
a beautiful rainbow crochet cardigan. The cardigan was so expensive but it was so worth it as it came out so beautifully. The cardigan was created by @zuluzen.guru but due to an overload of orders, I had mine made by @knottylooks who also specializes in
the art of crochet.
Another good way of finding retro and vintage clothing is by thrifting! A favorite shop of mine is Squan Dry Goods which is located in
both Manasquan and Point Pleasant, New Jersey. Now, a lot of people are against fast fashion but sometimes it can be extremely helpful as it is cheap and also normally has fast shipping. That being
said, I get a lot of flare jeans and pants from Shein. Shein is an app/
website that has a bunch of clothes for super cheap. I also shop at
stores like Forever 21, Urban Outfitters, Pac Sun, and my new favorite store, East Meets West. I have also started doing research on
crystals and began to collect them. My collection is small but I hope
to eventually have hundreds more.
The thing about this style is that it all revolves around feeling confident in yourself. Hippies in the 70’s were all about groovy patterns
as well as expressing themselves through what they wore. They did
not let anyone critique their style or dim their shine. As someone who is learning about how to be more
confident in themselves, this style has definitely given me a greater idea of how I can show off my confidence to everyone and not just keep it to myself. If you are looking for a way to change yourself this
year, try changing your style. It opens you to new fashion looks, people, and new possibilities. As someone who is still learning about this era of fashion, I do not call myself an expert. All I can do is recommend some people who have given me inspiration for the outfits I have created and outfits that are still
in the works. Some people who you can check out on Instagram to get a better understanding of this
style are; @emilyriboflavin, @rosenoraanna, @childofvenusandmars, @katherine.canavan,
@madame.mod, @foolishpixie, @wandering.lindsey, @mariela.giorgi, and
@kaledioscopemilly.
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By Moujan Moghimi
Love,
Let me weave myself beside your
side,

So I may stay there till the end of
time.

Love,
Love is everything you are.

It sounds cliche,

How many different metaphors or
promises,
How many more stars I will steal
from the universe just so I can
prove to you,

Something the main character in a That you are love.
romance movie would say.
Love,
But I’ve been struck by Cupid,
So I may never forget the beauty it
Love,
I cannot help but to spew insanity
holds.
Love I cannot part from.
to show my love.
Let me listen to every word you
I used to not understand it,
Love,
gracefully speak,
And now I wish to not even spend
So I may keep it in my ears until it Love,
mere seconds away from you.
is the only sound I know.
Love is when your fingers hold
I am overwhelmed and drowning
mine.
Let me part oceans for you,
in all I feel for you,
Or when your laugh enters the air,
So I may be worthy of you.
I am falling every second of every
Suffocating all other noise,
Let me capture the sun,
day,
Let me memorize each line on
your body,

So I may bath only in your
warmth.

Because it is so beautiful,

But I have never felt more free.

Everyone must hear it.

Let me be yours,

It is when you write,

I thought this moment would be
scary,

So I may finally know love.

With your tongue poking out,

Love,

And your face so concentrated,

Love,
Love is so fickle.

One must think you’re writing for
the president.

I know I promised moons and
stars and insane water bending
skills,

I thought it to be dumb,

But you’re not.

But I have none of that sadly.

But how dumb was I to throw it
aside,

It’s just you.

All I have is my heart,

You and your ways,

When it led me here.

So I hope it is enough,

How you are just you.

When it brought me to you,

Because for me,

I don’t know how many times I
can say it,

Love
means
you.

My love.

Yet I hold nothing but confidence
and my heart for you.
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By Jordyn Macburnie

With Valentine’s Day approaching quickly, here is
a playlist of my top songs that are the best songs to
play to celebrate the love in the air!
1. Smithereens - Twenty One Pilots
2. All of Me - John Legend

12. I’m Yours—Jason Mraz
13. Just the Way You Are—Bruno
Mars

3. Adore You - Harry Styles

14. Tear in My Heart - Twenty One
Pilots

4. All You Need Is Love - The Beatles

15. Love of My Life - Queen

5. Ophelia - The Lumineers

16. Night Changes - One Direction

6. Make You Mine - PUBLIC

17. Mr Loverman - Ricky Montgomery

7. Electric Love - BØRNS

18. Love Somebody - Maroon 5

8. Wildest Dreams - Taylor Swift

19. Bubble Gum - Clario

9. Mine - Bazzi

20. Out of My League - Fitz and The
Tantrums

10. SLOW DANCING IN THE DARK - Joji
11. 18 - One Direction

By Grace Keller

Collections are a source of pride for the majority of
people. Collections can consist of almost any object
that holds a special place in your heart and in your
home. Candles are beautiful, lit and unlit. They are
the best way to relax and they can fill any space with
magical aromas. Candles also make wonderful gifts,
especially for the upcoming Valentine’s Day. Bath and
Body Works, arguably the “world’s best three wick
candle” has several candles dedicated to the holiday
this year including, Bubbly Rose, Candy Hearts, and
Wildberry Jam Donut. Aside from Valentine Day
themed candles, there are some other amazing candle
companies for the niche collector. Birthdate Co.
makes candles for every birthdate. They can be used
as an anniversary date as well. Homesick candles
have candles that are meant to replicate smells from
popular cities and events.

No matter what candle is burned, it is important to
properly care for a candle. As with any product, if it is
used incorrectly, it will not work efficiently. Trimming the candle wicks before each burn is crucial in
order to get a nice even burn. Also, make sure the wax
is evenly distributed before extinguishing a candle
after a burn. When extinguishing a candle it is a must
to “snuff” the flames by placing a candle lid over the
jar or using an actual candle snuffer. Hopefully relaxing with a nice candle will
calm all temporary worries.
(My collection consists of
over 50 candles the majority from Bath and Body
Works)
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By Valentina Prior

Valentine’s Day is rapidly approaching, and
with it brings love in the form of sweet treats.
As it is, 58 million pounds of chocolate will
be sold leading up to Valentine’s Day. However, candy hearts with small messages on
them, often called conversation hearts, are
increasing in their popularity. Around 8 billion hearts are produced each year by a company called Necco.

In 1866, his brother Daniel Chase found a
way to craft messages onto the hearts. Some
sources have proven that Daniel was inspired
by Union soldiers who carried around wafers
and romantic letters. Other information suggests that he struck his genius idea after the
growing popularity of Valentine’s Day cards.
At the time, there was also another scallopshaped candy that contained messages writIn 1847, a Boston pharmacist named Oliver ten on paper. With the use of a roller and red
Chase was well aware of the high demand for food coloring, he was able to press on messages. The growing demand for the candy
lozenges. This
messages was
form of medienough for Daniel’s
cine was often
company to start
used to help
mass producing
with sore
them. However, it
throats and
wasn’t until 1902
bad breath.
that the candy startHowever, the
ed to take the form of
process to
a heart. Since then,
make them
factories around the
was excruciatworld have been
ingly long and required lots of time to promaking
conversation
hearts
and nearly sellduce. As technology improved with the Ining out every Valentine’s Day. Even if you are
dustrial Revolution, Oliver was inspired to
find a quicker and more efficient way to pro- not a huge fan of the taste, the fun messages
imprinted on them are sure to get you in the
duce the medicine. He created a simplified
spirit of Valentine’s Day!
machine that had the ability to roll, cut, and
shape the lozenges. This was a turning point
for the candy business at the time, for little
did anyone know Oliver’s invention was the
first candy making machine. Years later, he
switched from producing lozenges to candy.
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By Bridget Ciemniecki

The human heart
has been often
deemed the
source of tender
feelings but also
the most vicious
sadness. The versatility of the
heart goes all the way back to Greek philosophers like Plato, who claimed that the heart
was the source of all negative emotion. Aristotle
gave more credit to the heart for its key role in
all human processes. When though did the organ in our chest become such a statement
piece? A poet who lived in the 7th century,
known as Sappho, often wrote about her mad
heart in poems about the women she was surrounded by. Ancient Roman mythology has had
a strong influence on the heart, Venus the goddess of love was said to have had her son, Cupid, help her set people's hearts ablaze. Rome
even had a theory about the heart, that there
was a vein that extended from the fourth finger
on the left hand all the way to the heart. This is
now a traditional marriage standard, place the
engagement and wedding ring on the fourth
finger on your left (also known as the ring finger) to assert your love to your partner. A form
of love was celebrated in France that today we
call courtly love, meaning extreme or perfect
love.

especially around France. There is an ancient
holiday that reflects our view on the paperback
version of the heart, one so old that its origins
are quite hard to trace. Saint Valentine of Rome
was added to the Catholic calendar on February
14, what we know as Valentine's Day. It is hypothesized that the association with this day
and love came from the context of courtly love
and then took off.

Ultimately the symbolism of the heart began as
soon as we could describe a real feeling, a feeling deserving of a symbol, this developed to be
the double arch and V shape that we know and love - today. Originating partially first from
a romantic manuscript in which it is ornamented, hearts have covered all things romantic
since early expression and served as a way to
show one's care. The heart is our chosen love
symbol because we can feel emotion deep within it, but also because it beats, it shows life, it
speeds up and slows down at the sight of your
love, and it breaks when you feel broken. The
need to express the heart in a way more sweet
than anatomical was reasonably in high demand and from this, we earned the simple design we have for it today which we are free to
dot our “i’s”
with or simply
cut out into red
construction
paper. So many
In 1344, the first classic clear-cut cartoon picways to share
ture of a heart appeared with two lobes at the
your heart withtop and a V on the bottom. This icon ornament- out ever really
ed a manuscript by Lambert le Tor entitled
giving it away.
“The Romance of Alexander”. After this release,
there was a boom of heart imagery that surged
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By Moujan Moghimi

In a study by nbcnews.com, scientists tested how well men and women can read each other’s
emotions. The test was set up with a random group sample of men and women who were then shown
pictures of people. They were asked to pick between a given list of words and choose the emotion the
person in the picture portrayed. The reason for this study was to find an answer to the question many
people have pondered, do men understand women?
According to the results, no. On average, men took longer than women to understand a person’s emotions and were more likely to be wrong. The study also showed that men had more difficulty understanding women’s emotions than that of men. While the test subjects made these decisions, scientists
were also watching their brains using machines attached to their heads. Scientists found that when men
were figuring out the emotions of other men, the part of the brain that empathizes and sympathizes
with others was on. However, when men were looking at women, that part of the brain stayed off. The
same phenomenon was not seen with the women subjects of the experiment, showing that it was just
men who struggled to relate to the opposite sex.
This study shows results that many women already knew about, only proving them. Women have said
before that men don’t recognize their emotions and how they feel. Some say the reason for this is because men do not see women as their equal counterparts. This can be seen in the lack of empathy that
men experienced when attempting to identify women’s emotions. It’s also, in part, due to generational
behavior. Many older generations joke that women are a different species, that they are irrational and
it’s impossible to understand a woman. Whereas, women were always taught to be caretakers, their
emotional maturity develops faster than that of men. Of course, times are changing and people are recognizing that women are not just mothers. More than that, many women are also challenging men to
take better care of themselves. While older generations may have joked about women having to mother
their husbands, the current generation rebels against the idea and sees it as sexist. All in all, much of
this points back to having a patriarchal society that fails to value women and men as equals and doesn’t
teach men to recognize emotions. Instead, men are taught to bottle up their emotions, causing their
emotional maturity to be less than that of women. (https://www.nbcnews.com/healthmain/its-truemen-cant-read-womens-emotions-study-confirms-1C9341607) (https://journals.plos.org/plosone/
article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0060278)

In another study, scientists tested how well men could read the signals of women, whether they were
platonic, romantic, or sexual. Similar to the previous test setup, the subjects were shown pictures that
they then had to identify. The study asks the same question but in a different context. Do men understand the different signals women sent them and the different types of relationships?
Results show that once again, no. Most of the time, men identified friendly signals as being sexual advancements. Even more surprising, they also saw sexual advancements as friendly gestures, mistaking
the two for each other and showing genuine confusion. This is a phenomenon women are all too familiar with. Some say the reason for this is due to the different relationships between men and women. In
female friendships, women share their emotions and are very close. However, male friendships do not
share the same closeness and, as mentioned before, men often hide their emotions for the fear of being
vulnerable. So when there are friendships between men and women, the woman shares their feelings
and becomes close to the man because that’s how they see friendships. For men, they do not regard this
as friendship and instead, mistake it for love. https://www.livescience.com/4876-clueless-guys-readwomen.html#:~:text=Research%20finds%20that%20guys%20have,smile%20to%20mean%20sexual%
20interest.&text=More%20often%20than%20not%2C%20guys,discovers%20why%3A%20Guys%
20are%20clueless.
The barriers between men and women have caused miscommunication, misunderstandings, and division. While recent generations show promise in breaking down these barriers, they are still strong and
have been here for too long to be rid of easily. Instead, it is up to each person to recognize these dispari8
ties and ask how to make tomorrow better.

By, Moujan Moghimi
Over the years, we have seen more and more films representing members of the LGBTQ+ population. However, many
members of the community have criticisms regarding the portrayals depicted in these films and this deserves to be talked
about.
The biggest criticism many share is that it feels as though the
characters were written for cisgender straight people, even
though they are meant to represent the LGBTQ+ community.
To understand this best, let’s use the example of Love, Simon,
a movie that many loved and is cherished. The entire movie
revolves around the idea of acceptance, which is a beautiful message. However, there is no movie
about a cisgender straight character/couple that’s entire message is about accepting your sexuality/
gender. This is where the problem lies. No member of the LGBTQ+ community needs to be told to accept themselves, these are films to help teach other people to learn to accept them. While many members of the community find the reminder that they are loved very heartwarming, it is not necessary to
included every single film involving LGBTQ+ people. They want to see stories involving LGBTQ+
characters like how other films share stories of cisgender straight people. They want silly romantic
comedies, cliché horror films, complex science fiction, all of it. They just want authentic stories that
are made for interesting plots, not a bombarding reminder that isn’t even for them.
Speaking of authenticity, another big criticism is how many LGBTQ+ characters are portrayed in a
very unauthentic way. Meaning, the entire character reeks of stereotypes. In the attempt to have diversity in their films, many writers will put LGBTQ+ characters into their writings while not having much
actual knowledge of the people they want to represent. For this reason, they often fall back on using
stereotypes and call it a job well done. More than that, the character’s personality usually revolves primarily around their sexuality/gender. It bottles them down to only those trait(s) and leaves the character feeling two dimensional and fake. A recent example of this is the movie Prom regarding James
Corden’s character. Though James Corden is an ally of the community, his portrayal comes off as tone
deaf and over exaggerated. While some stereotypes may be something people relate to, because the
writers didn’t take the time to fully flesh out the character or make them seem real, it only feels bland
and forced. It’s hard to relate to a character who feels fake.
While some stereotypes can be harmless, there are many that can hurt. For example, a commonly seen
trope in films when representing nonbinary characters is to have them be robots or an alien. Some
such instances are Double Trouble in She-Ra and the Princesses of Power or Janet in The Good Place.
Another harmful stereotype is the trope in films/books where an LGBTQ+ character will often force
another member of the community out of the closet. Oftentimes the idea behind it is that one of the
characters doesn’t want to keep their relationship a secret anymore and therefore wants to come out,
forcing the other person to do so as well. However, it is incredibly harmful and ignorant. For many
people, coming out could mean being kicked out of the house, attacked, or killed. So to not only have
one character be ignorant to an overwhelming fear many LGBTQ+ people are plagued with, but to also
gloss over the other character’s struggle with this makes it seem as though this is okay. An example of
this is in the movie Love, Simon. In the end, Simon wants to come out and posts online about his relationship, forcing the other person to also come out as a way to prove their love. While a cute moment
in the movie, the message it holds is hypocritical and dangerous. No one owes someone else their coming out, every person deserves to have the time to feel ready and safe.

(continued on the next page)
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More than that, LGBTQ+ characters deserve happy endings. The most well known trope in the community is a cliché where writers will kill their LGBTQ+ characters, humorously called the Bury Your Gays
trope. It robs people of seeing loveable characters lead good and happy lives, as well as serves as a cruel reminder of their low life expectancy as they are often killed in real life for their sexuality/gender. A good example of this is the character Charlie in Supernatural. She was a recurring lesbian character who was unexpectedly killed and never properly mourned. The show came under a lot of backfire from it as they are often
criticized for killing off their minority, typically female, characters.
Do not be discouraged, while there are some unflattering depictions, there are also many good pieces of representations to be enjoyed. A show that is thoroughly praised and loved is Pose. It’s known for its diverse
and beautiful storytelling with fleshed out characters who express themselves proudly. Another fan favorite
is Brooklyn Nine-Nine which has a bisexual and gay character, both of whom break stereotypes. The writers do a great job of not ignoring their sexuality, talking about discrimination and coming out, while also not
making every storyline involving the characters about it. For nonbinary representation, there is Billions
which has a recurring and human nonbinary character with a fleshed out and interesting storyline. The actor
who plays them is also nonbinary and is phenomenal. There is also Special which is based on Ryan O’Connell, who also plays the main character in his show. It talks about his experiences as a disabled gay man and
is very authentic, human, and raw.
Fall in love with these characters/films and be reminded that regardless of our sexuality or gender, we are
all human and we are all loved.— Moujan Moghimi

During the ever-extending quarantine, many have taken to checking off classics on their movie bucket list while stuck inside. Among the films on those
lists may be Léon: The Professional. While some may claim this movie to be
a cinematic masterpiece of poetic violence, the sheer amount of chaos and
excessiveness never finds a center of gravity. Even with a striking opening
sequence, it goes downhill fairly quickly. Gary Oldman’s character, Norman
Stansfield, delivers a ridiculously over the top performance as a corrupt cop,
overshadowing his potential and rendering the role unbelievable. The dynamic of a DEA agent turned
deranged drug abuser and murderer is an incredible concept that went to waste with the portrayal of
the character.
The debate between a father and daughter or a romantic relationship between Léon and Mathilda is
distasteful in itself and the concept of a “love knows no boundaries” theme regarding a 12 year old and
a grown man is downright disgusting. Those that say Mathilda and Léon make an excellent couple are
the embodiment of everything that is wrong with this movie. French director, Luc Besson’s shallow attempt to create a visual for New York City style falls short of the mark for its capability. It is clear that
Besson’s goal to create a scenery as visually stylish as it is physically violent was not met. On the contrary, while the character may have been deranged and unrealistic, the twist on the social constructs of
“good guys” and “bad guys” with a hitman as the protagonist and a DEA agent as the villain causes the
viewer to upend their preconceived notions. Léon: The Professional is disorganized and messy but it’s
perceived excellence despite all of it’s unpleasant aspects makes it all the more vexatious. -Kathryn
Marra
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By, Kailey Daniele

For people who favor winter and the cold, the minuscule snowfall at the end of 2020 and the
start of 2021 has been disappointing, to say the least. In New Jersey, January of 2020 averaged
1.3 inches of snow, while the state average for January is a largely different 7.2 inches. Although
the little amount of snow that has fallen last year, meteorologists say signs point to a snowy winter for 2021. These patterns have to do with slight shifts in things like the jet stream, the polar
vortex, and atmospheric “blocks.” These atmospheric blocks have to do with high pressure in
Greenland and allow cold air to flow down from Canada into the eastern region of the United
States. (https://www.nj.com/weather/2021/01/nj-weather-2021-outlook-all-signs-point-to-astormy-winter-with-high-snow-potential.html)
The polar vortex is explained by experts at the National Weather Service, otherwise known as
NOAA.
When there is a prolonged Greenland block present, history shows snow storms similar to the
highly active winter of 2010-2011. This happened again in April of 2018 when we experienced
four nor’easters in just a couple of weeks. These storms dropped as much as two feet of snow in
parts of New Jersey.
Despite this, there is no guarantee that we’ll experience the same amount of snow. Currently,
The Farmers Almanac prediction includes that the snowiest periods will occur in mid-December
and early March. The question then to be answered is why are we getting so little snow? This is
because the precipitation we've had is falling, unfortunately, as rain. “Nearly 80 percent of the
stations across the contiguous 48 states have experienced a decrease in the proportion of precipitation falling as snow.” (https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicatorssnowfall)
As climate change worsens, snowfall rates will continue to decrease which is exactly why we all
need to be aware and start doing our part in reversing global warming and spreading awareness.
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Written by Samad Behrangi, author of Talkhun, and summarized by The Captain’s Log Journalist, Moujan Moghimi
The third time at the Nadim, Talkhun was bought by a Merchant. The Merchant had a wife
but no children. He saw Talkhun in the market and thought she could be a good companion
for his wife and possibly become their daughter. The Merchant bought Talkhun for a teardrop and a drop of heart's blood and brought her home.
That night, they all sat together for dinner and then went to bed. Around midnight, Talkhun
heard a voice and woke up. She watched as the Merchant’s Wife got up, took a sword out of
the wardrobe, sliced her husband’s head off from ear to ear, and put the head on a shelf.
Then she got dressed in all her best clothes and dressed up to the nines, she looked like a
pretty bride. After that, she left the house and Talkhun followed her until they reached a
cemetery. They went seven graves forward, seven graves to the right, and then seven graves
to the left. At the eighth grave with a rock, the Merchant’s Wife knocked on the grave. The
gravestone opened like a door and the woman entered with Talkhun close behind her. They
went down some stairs and reached a grand salon where there were forty bandits with great
big mustaches, all sitting around and smoking opium. The chief of the bandit asked the Merchant’s Wife why she was late and she responded by saying that she couldn’t get up before
the hyena, her husband, fell asleep. The bandits then began playing music and laughing
while she danced for them.
Talkhun watched the spectacle from behind a column and thought to herself about how
someone could have a beautiful wife that you provide with every comfort, and then she cuts
your head and dances for other men. She called for Sigh but he did not appear, he could not
do anything about the situation. He had said so himself. Talkhun knew she had to tell the
man so she began to trek back before the Merchant’s Wife did and pretended to be sleeping.
When the Merchant’s Wife came back, she first changed out of her party clothes and took off
her makeup. Then, from her wardrobe, she took out a cup with a feather and some liquid in
it. Taking the feather and dipping it into the liquid, she drew it on her husband’s neck and
stuck his head back into place. She put the cup away and went back into bed. The Merchant
then sneezed and awoke. The Merchant’s Wife asked him if his neck hurts, saying it fell off
the pillow, and he responded with a no.
Later that day, Talkhun goes up to the Merchant and asks him what he will give her if she
shows him his wife’s lovers. At first, the Merchant was enraged with such accusations, however, he made a deal with Talkhun that if she couldn’t prove her word, he would cut her head
off. At midnight, the Merchant’s Wife did as she usually did and then left. After her departure, Talkhun goes to the wardrobe to retrieve the cup. Dipping the feather into the liquid,
Talkhun draws on the Merchant’s neck and puts it back on his body. A little bit later, the
man awoke with a sneeze. Talkhun asked if his neck hurt and just like before, the Merchant
said no. The two then quickly went to the grave where the wife was the night before.
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When the Merchant saw how well dressed his wife was while dancing for forty mustachioed
bandits, he became so furious he wanted to jump in and start a fight. Talkhun stopped him
and reasoned that it's best if they let the woman's people know about this so that they could
witness this with their own eyes and then altogether they could kill the woman and the bandits. And that is what they did.
The Merchant then wanted Talkhun to be his wife. Talkhun only looked at him and asked
to have the cup with the feather and liquid and to be sold back into the Nadim market for
the price of a teardrop and a drop of heart’s blood. The Merchant kept insisting but no matter how much he pestered her, she refused. Eventually, the Merchant did as she asked of
him.
Talkhun stood on a high pedestal as the buyers would pass her, losing themselves staring
at her. But Talkhun never paid any of them much mind, almost as though she did not see or
care about them. She was thinking to herself of all those who had found remedies to their
ailments and hoped that she could go to the source of her own sorrow and see him under
the apple tree.
How she wished she could do that, if only she could find him again. She wanted to see him
again so desperately that she once again called Sigh. However, this time the Sigh arose from
the deepest place in her being. Talkhun saw the Sigh approaching her and begged the Merchant to sell her to the Sigh. The Sigh then came forward and the deal was done, the Merchant sold Talkhun to the Sigh for the same price he had bought her, a teardrop and a drop
of heart’s blood.
Talkhun asked the Sigh if it was really him, so overjoyed that the Sigh finally came. The
Sigh told her that this was real, he was here. Talkhun then asked him if her love was still
lying down in the garden. Again, the Sigh said yes. Talkhun told the Sigh to take her to him.
The Sigh took her to the orchard where the Young Man laid. The orchard was exactly as it
was before, everything had frozen in that moment the man fell. The leaves of the trees had
not moved, the birds had frozen midair, the butterflies still stuck on the same flowers, and
the Young Man was lying under the apple tree.
The Sigh then told Talkhun that for ten years, nothing had moved. For ten years, no bird
has sung. For ten years, no butterfly has flown. For ten years, no tree has blossomed. For
ten years, all joy and freshness has gone. For ten years, this man has lain here, blood frozen
in his veins, his heart silent.
Talkhun became bitter at the awfulness of it all. Then, she took her cup and dipped the
feather in the liquid. She rubbed the feather against the man’s waist and he awoke with a
sneeze. When the Young Man woke up, he asked Talkhun why she had not woken him up
sooner, saying that he felt as though he had slept for years. Talkhun told him that he had
not been sleeping but instead was dead. He had been dead for ten years and for ten years
she had to carry his sorrow. But no more. She had finally found the remedy to her ailment.

~ The End ~
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By Ashley Sperduto

Traditionally, when Americans think of New Years’, we think of one night of celebration on
the first of January, however, the Chinese have their own version of the holiday, the Lunar
New Year. Each year, the Chinese hold a 15-day celebration to honor the new year. The celebration begins with the first new moon of the lunar calendar and ends on the first full moon.
The dates vary from year to year since the lunar calendar is based on the moon’s cycles, but
the holiday typically falls between the end of January and the end of February.
The origin of the holiday is rooted in myth. According to legend, a wild beast, Nian, would
attack and kill villagers at the end of each year. Supposedly, Nian was scared of the color red,
fire, and loud noises, so villagers would paste red decorations to their doors, burn lanterns all
night, and light firecrackers to scare him away.
There are many traditions and symbols associated with this holiday. Jie Cai Ceng which is
also known as, Welcoming the Gods of Wealth and Prosperity, is celebrated on the fifth day
and on the final day. Yuan Xiao Jie also known as the Lantern Festival is celebrated. Red envelopes called hong bao in Mandarin are filled with
money and are typically only given to children. The
color red represents good luck and happiness/
abundance in Chinese Culture. There are also performances by dancing dragons on several occasions during the festival. This year, the celebration of the Lunar
New Year will begin on February 12, 2021.

By Moujan Moghimi
It begins with an American historian named Carter G. Woodson who is known as a pioneer in the
African American studies field. After attending a month long national celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation in 1915, he joined a group of people in creating the
ASNLH (Association for the Study of Negro Life and History). The association was meant to encourage scholars to learn about and study the history of black people, a subject that was and is still
sometimes neglected.

After many different attempts to energize people about studying black history, the ASNLH
launched their brand new idea called Negro History Week in February 1926. The reason for it being
in February is because it is the birth month of two important figures whose work largely impacted
black people: former President Abraham Lincoln (February 12th) and abolitionist Frederick
Douglass (February 14th).
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Ever since their deaths, the black community held celebrations on their birthdays to commemorate their contributions to black liberation and civil rights. To continue honoring these figures, Woodson placed Negro History Week in
February. It also further expanded the celebrations to be for
all of black history and achievements of all black people,
not just the two figures.

In some communities, they had transformed February
from Negro History Week to Negro History Month as
early as 1940. More and more places began doing this in the 1960s, during the Civil Rights
Movement. Eventually, Woodson’s association, which was later renamed the Association for the
Study of African American Life and History, institutionalized February as Black History Month
across the nation. Former President Gerald Ford even encouraged everyone to participate in the
month and learn.
To this day, Black History Month is used as a way to study black history and give it the respect
it deserves. While many people do not use the whole month, there are celebrations that occur
throughout it to celebrate black people. Some such people deserving of praise are:
- Rebecca Lee Crumpler- the first black woman to be a physician

- Elizabeth Freeman- the first woman to successfully
file a lawsuit and win her freedom

- Mae Jemison- the first black woman in space

- Madam C.J. Walker- created her own hair care line, focusing
on products for black women, and provided training and sale
jobs for over 40,000 black people

- Bayard Rustin- he was known as MLK’s right hand man and faced great discrimination due to being gay and black
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The President’s Deadly Curse
By Moujan Mighimi
About 200 hundred years ago, America was pushing Indigenous people off of their lands. Tecumseh,
a warrior and chief of the Shawnee people, fought against America
and called their actions disgusting and vile. As a way to have revenge for his tribe and all Indigenous people, Tecumseh put a curse
on America that is now known as the Tecumseh’s Curse, the Curse
of Tippecanoe, or the President’s Curse. The curse says that every
20 years, the in-office president will die. This pattern had been seen
since the election of 1840 and occurred just like the curse said it
would. Every 20 years, the person who won the election, dies. It
wasn’t until 2000, when former President George W. Bush had an
attempted assassination, that the pattern broke. Some believe that
since Bush survived his assassination, the curse has been broken.
That was proven once again recently as no president was killed in
2020, surviving the curse once again. Whether it is truly broken is
still unknown and may hypothesize that the curse may have
changed form into a new pattern. So every 20 years, pay attention to the president and think, is
America still cursed? Or has it finally been broken forever?

By Ashley Sperduto
Each year on the third Monday of February, students and teachers
across the country enjoy an extra day off from school in honor of
America’s chief executives. The holiday first began in 1800 after
George Washington’s death. His birthday, February 22, became an
annual day of remembrance. It was an unofficial observance for
most of the 1800s until Senator Stephen Wallace Dorsey of Arkansas proposed it should become a federal holiday, and in 1879 President Rutherford B. Hayes signed it into law.
In the late 1960s, with the introduction of the Uniform Monday
Holiday Act, Washington’s birthday shifted into Presidents Day. In places like Illinois, Lincoln’s Birthday,
(February 12) had long been a state holiday, so a provision included in the act to combine the celebration
of Washington and Lincoln’s birthdays was widely supported. Senator Robert McClory suggested renaming the holiday Presidents' Day, but the proposal was eventually dropped because it was a point of contention for lawmakers from George Washington’s home state of Virginia.
After the Uniform Monday Holiday Act was passed and began to take effect in 1971, Washington’s Birthday was then shifted from the fixed date of February 22 to the third Monday of February. Not long after,
the holiday started to become known as Presidents Day. The date change led people to think the holiday
was now intended to honor Washington and Lincoln since it fell between their birthdays. Marketers
seized this chance to exploit the three-day weekend with sales, and “Presidents' Day” bargains began being advertised at stores across the country.
By the mid-80’s, many people recognized the holiday as Presidents Day, and the shift was solidified in the
early 2000’s since at that point many states had changed the name on their calendars. So this year as we
celebrate the extra day off, thank those who helped pass the Uniform Monday Holiday Act and remember
to wish Washington and Lincoln a happy birthday.
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Super Bowl Sunday
By: Brendan Fiaschetti
As the football playoffs come to a close we get to the climax of the season,
Super Bowl 55. The Chiefs and Buccaneers will be battling it out in Tampa which will make history because there has never been a team to play the Super Bowl in their home stadium. But with
Tom Brady at the helm records are expected to be broken.
The Chiefs, led by Patrick Mahomes, will be going to their second straight
Super Bowl and looking to defend their title as NFL champions. The Chiefs
are coming off a strong win in the AFC championship where we watched
them dismantle the Bills 38-24. The Chiefs defense stepped up, holding
Stefon Diggs, who had his best season yet, to only 6 receptions for 77 yards.
On the offensive side of the ball Mahomes really showed why he earned
that half a billion dollar contract by throwing for 325 yards and three
touchdowns. Tyreek Hill and Travis Kelce each played an amazing game
both going for over 100 yards receiving and Kelce with an additional two
touchdown grabs.
For Tampa Bay, they played a more gritty game in which they
edged past the Packers 31-26. Brady had a mediocre day throwing
for 280 yards three touchdowns with three interceptions. However, not all of those interceptions were his fault as Mike Evans,
their number one receiver, had issues only getting three receptions when he was targeted eight times. Chris Godwin had a great
game with five receptions for 110 yards.
My prediction for the winner, even though they played worse and
the odds are stacked against them, is that the Tampa Bay Buccaneers are going to come out on
top. With Tom Brady who plays in Super Bowls on a regular basis, I just can't see him not walking out with home field advantage without a win. Regardless I think this game will be a high
scoring affair where each team puts up over twenty points maybe even close to thirty. One thing
for sure, this Super Bowl is going to be one of the best yet with aging veteran Tom Brady going
against the next great quarterback in Mahomes. This is a game we will remember for a long
time.
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